A sustainability assessment is indeed a moonshot, as presented in a previous viewpoint in this journal about five years ago. 1 However, is it then also a shot in the dark? Sustainability assessment aims at predicting future impacts through integrated modeling of the Earth and all its causeeffect chains, this in practice for different scenarios (e.g., a world with or without a product to assess its sustainability impact). 1 To the best of our knowledge, fortune telling and related professions still exist, thus predicting the future is a precarious business. This is no different story for sustainability assessment, begging the question how to deal with this uncertainty?
A straightforward solution is to quantify this uncertainty and consider it part of the assessment. 1 This has been considerably elaborated in the literature, including in Environmental Science & Technology. An example is the estimation of uncertainty ranges of carbon footprints of products and the subsequent characterization of statistical differences between those spreads, pinpointing which one has a significantly lower carbon footprint. Yet, whereas some scholars vouch for always considering quantitative uncertainty evaluation, others point out its incompleteness. 2 This viewpoint will focus on discussing this often overlooked incompleteness, that is, the nonquantified uncertainty, and how to deal with it. First, we present three concrete types of nonquantified uncertainty, which strongly relate with but are not limited to the field of sustainability assessment (other typologies exist but are here not explicitly considered). Second, we propose strategies how to deal with them. See Table 1 .
Concerning impractical uncertainty, not for all parameters, uncertainty data can be feasibly collected or processed, especially at the scale of global cause-effect chains (e.g., the influence of driving a car on fair wages in Asia). Moreover, there are many methodological choices and assumptions, which need to be made and assumptions because of practical limitations (e.g., consider a linear increase in toxicity effect while this will be nonlinear), for which all combinations cannot be feasibly quantified. Finally, quantifying uncertainty for more qualitative levels of measurement (e.g., uncertainty values for impact on human well-being), is quite challenging.
Regarding unknown uncertainty, a lack of knowledge of the system is definitely the case for sustainability assessment as we deal with the complete Earth and its future. Scientists are still discovering new things, which in turn also increases our knowledge about things we do not know.
When it comes to accuracy uncertainty, for models of small-scale systems, confined in time a space, we can easily check and compare its outcome with a measured value. For example, compare the outcome of a river flow model with a measured water level. In the case of models of larger scale systems, as it is the case in sustainability assessment, which entails the prediction of the future on a global scale, accuracy is difficult to even grasp. First, a complete worldwide measurement of the effect is needed, which seems impractical. Second, the future is unprecedented, and measurements can only be done afterward. Third, we would in fact need to keep everything else constant to single out a specific effect from other matters, that is, distinguish background signal (e.g., increase in global temperature because of natural emissions) from that induced by the effect (e.g., increase in global temperature because of a certain factory), but we have only one Earth to empirically study.
It should be quite clear that these types of nonquantified uncertainty cannot be completely assessed. Despite this insurmountability, how to obtain then a more plausible sustainability assessment? Besides improving a sustainability assessment by better modeling and putting quantitative numbers on uncertainty, we propose three concrete strategies (not called solutions as they will not completely undo the nonquantified uncertainty completely).
The first strategy is to collaborate with other researchers (and nonresearchers) to perform a sustainability assessment. 3 This collaboration will combine knowledge and models to decrease the impractical and unknown types of nonquantified uncertainty.
The second strategy is to direct assessment efforts as much as possible based on (indirect) empirical evaluation and reasoned prioritization of submodel development. Empirical evaluation of intermediate results based on measurement is still key but it is only feasible to do this at a process or small system level (e.g., industrial process or small forest). One would then have to presume that the evaluations at these sublevels still hold at system level. Moreover, these empirical tests should be done under potential future conditions, for example, elevated CO 2 concentrations in greenhouses for plant effects. Model estimation at process level can then be compared with measurements to better grasp accuracy. If this is not possible, outcomes could at least be compared with that of other measurements of similar processes. In this way, a modeling step of each process of a cause-effect chain could be evaluated better for accuracy. Alternatively, models could be used that are indirectly based on empirical data. Because all these evaluations are time-consuming, the issue of prioritization pops up. A recent work in this journal 4 provides an interesting approach to deal with this prioritization, this specifically in case of a certain type of sustainability analysis. In their approach, processes with the highest contribution to quantified uncertainty after a model run are identified and refinement is made in data for these in an iterative manner to reduce quantified uncertainty. The latter approach is only one possible for nonquantified uncertainty, if both correlate. Alternatively, prioritization could likewise be based on the share of modeled impact, knowledge of the system or empirical tests of certain subsystems.
The third strategy is to perform a qualitative-based panel evaluation of the credibility and quality of the sustainability assessment. Sustainability assessment can be considered as a postnormal science since facts are uncertain, values in dispute, stakes high, and decisions urgent. 5 In postnormal science, quality evaluation by judgment through argumentation, knowledge and insight of a peer-community panel is central. This for example already occurs through peer-review of scientific works. In practice, such a type of qualitative uncertainty analysis should be combined with a conventional quantitative uncertainty analysis.
To conclude, sustainability assessment is a quite challenging field and that also holds true for an uncertainty assessment of its results. It is good to quantify the uncertainty but relativism is needed in its interpretation and usage in decision support, this because of practically unavoidable nonquantified uncertainty. Sustainability assessment is inevitably to some extent a shot in the dark but in this viewpoint we have provided strategies to make this less the case, that is, (plausibly) reduce the nonquantified uncertainty. Three strategies are explained to tackle the different types; however, these strategies only have a plausible decreasing effect and will not completely outrule these types of uncertainty in practice.
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